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Chapter 4: Summary Worksheet 224

Chapter 4: Summary Worksheet - Solutions

1. Use the following data for the 100 Senators from the 112th Congress of the United States.

Republican Democrat Independent

Male 42 39 2

Female 5 12 0

If one Senator is randomly selected, find the probability of

(a) getting a non-Republican:
By the law of compliments: Since there are a total of 47 Republicans, the probability of

getting a Republican is
47

100
= 0.47. Therefore, the probability of getting a non-Republican

is 1 - 0.47 = 0.53. You could also count up all the non-Republicans and get 53 of them.

(b) getting a male or a Republican.

By the formula: P(Male or Republican) =
P(Male) + P(Republican) - P(Male and Republican) = 0.83 + 0.47 - 0.42 = 0.88.
By counting: There are 83 males and 5 Republicans that are not males, so there are 88
in the category of male or Republican and the probability is 0.88.

(c) getting a Democrat given that this Senator is a female. Ie. Find P (Democrat|Female).
Given that the senator is a female, there are only 17 total and 12 of these are democrats so

P (Democrat|Female) =
12

17
≈ 0.706.

(d) getting a female given that this Senator is a Democrat. Ie. Find P (Female|Democrat).
Given that the Senator is a Democrat, there are only 51 total and 12 of these are female so

P (Female|Democrat) =
12

51
≈ 0.235.

2. A box of 8 marbles has 5 red marbles, 2 green marbles, and 1 blue marble.

(a) Find the probability of selecting 2 red marbles if the first selection is replaced before the next
selection is made. Round your answer to 3 significant digits
Since there is replacement, these events are independent and
P(red and red) = P(red on first) · P(red on second) = 5

8
· 5
8
= 25

64
≈ 0.391.

(b) Find the probability of selecting 2 red marbles if the the first selection is not replaced before the
next selection is made. Round your answer to 3 significant digits
Since there is no replacement, these events are dependent and
P (red and red) = P (red on first) · P (red on second|red on first) = 5

8
· 4
7
= 20

56
≈ 0.357.

(c) Find the probability of selecting a red marble followed by a green marble if the first selection is
not replaced before the next selection is made. Round your answer to 3 significant digits
Since there is no replacement, these events are dependent and
P (red and green) = P (red on first) · P (green on second | red on first) = 5

8
· 2
7
= 10

56
≈ 0.179.
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3. Scott shaves his face every morning. For the last 200 days, he has cut himself 36 times.

(a) Find the relative frequency approximation to the probability that Scott will cut himself when he
shaves tomorrow.

The relative frequency approximation is
36

200
= 0.18.

(b) Use this approximation to determine the probability that he cuts himself two days in a row. Assume
the events are independent.
While one might argue that he is less likely to cut himself on day 2 after cutting himself on
day 1, we are to assume the events are independent. And, P (cut on first day and cut on
second day) = 0.18 · 0.18 = 0.0324

(c) Last year, he went the entire month of August (31 days) without cutting himself. Just last week, he
cut himself 3 days in a row. Which event is more unusual? I.e., which event has a lower probability
of occurring assuming the probability from part (a) is accurate?

P ( cut-free in August ) = 0.8231 ≈ 0.00213
P ( three consecutive cuts ) = 0.183 ≈ 0.00583
Going the entire month of August cut-free is more unusual.

4. A preliminary cancer screening device is tested for its ability to accurately determine whether a subject
actually has cancer or not. The results of this test (total 400 trials) are summarized in the table below.
Note: A positive test result indicates that cancer is present.

Did the person actually have cancer?
Yes No

positive test result 198 20

negative test result 2 180

Answer the following questions based on the data found in the table.

(a) Find the probability that a cancer-free person tests positive? (False Positive)

P(Tests Positive | No Cancer) =
20

200
= 0.10

(b) If a cancer-free person has 10 cancer screenings in 10 years, what is the probability that this person
will experience at least one false positive.
Here, A is the event that this cancer-free person has at least one positive.
Then Ā is no false positives or 10 negatives.
P (Ā) = (0.9)10 ≈ 0.349 and P (A) = 1− P (Ā) = 1− 0.349 = 0.651 . . . That’s pretty high.
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12a Pirates were huge in the early 1900’s while mutants were barely mentioned. Around 1945 (radiation
days) mutant popularity sky-rocketed passing pirates around 1970. Around 1980 mutants started to diminish
and pirates started to recover. Around 2003 (release of Pirates of the Caribbean and headline news about real
pirates off the coast of Africa) pirates resumed their popularity over mutants.

13 In the years 2007 to the beginning of 2010, there was a trend where concerns for the environment decreased
as concerns for energy increased. This could be due to the increasing cost of oil, an economic downturn, and
uneasy relationships with oil-producing nations. In April of 2010, the Deepwater Horizon oil spill occurred.
This spill is the largest offshore spill in U.S. history and clearly changed peoples opinions as to the priorities
regarding the environment and energy. However, that change was short-lived and by March of 2011 the
opinions were back to where they were before the crisis. In 2012, there is a pretty even split of opinion.
Trick: The differences are exaggerated by starting the y-axis at 30% instead of zero.

Chapter 4

1a The sample space is {bb, bg, gb, gg}.

1b There are 4 possible outcomes and two of these have one boy and one girl. So the probability of having
one boy and one girl is 2

4
= 0.5.

1c There are 4 possible outcomes and three of these will have at least one girl. So the probability of having
at least one girl is 3

4
= 0.75.

1d There are 4 possible outcomes and only one has no girls in it. So the probability is 1
4
= 0.25.

3a There are 1,000 tickets and only 1 is the grand prize ticket. So your probability is 1/1000 = 0.001.

3b There are 1,000 tickets and 8 of these will produce some type of prize. So your probability is 8/1000 =
0.008

3c It is tricky because any one ticket could fall into more than one category. For example, your ticket could
be a grand prize winner and a small prize winner.

5a 923/1567 = 0.589.

5b Based on the historical data and using the relative frequency approach to estimating a probability, the
estimated probability would again be 0.589.

7 P (next one sold fails) ≈ 24

4000
= 0.006

9a The prediction was correct 102 + 205 = 307 times and it was wrong 18+40 = 58 times.

9b There are 365 days and the prediction was correct 307 times so the probability is 307/365 = 0.841.

9c Using the historical data and the relative frequency approach to estimating probabilities, the estimated
probability is 307/365 = 0.841.

10a This not a conditional probability. The prediction was correct 307 times out of 365. So the probability
is 307

365
≈ 0.841.
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10b Since we are given that it was predicted to rain, there are only 120 options in our sample space. Of
these, it rained in 102 of these cases. So the probability is 102

120
= 0.850.

10c Since we are given that it was predicted not to rain, there are only 245 options in our sample space. Of
these, it did not rain 205 of these cases. So the probability is 205

245
≈ 0.837.

10d Comparing the two previous answers, the forecast is better at predicting rain because there is an 85.0%
success rate at this but only an 83.7% success rate at predicting no rain.

12a If you know that he has no aces then there are 4 aces left in the deck which now only has 44 cards in it.
So, the probability that you get an ace is 4/44 = .0909.

13a Since you are already holding four cards, this is a conditional probability. There are 48 cards left but
only 9 hearts (because you have 4 of them). Therefore P(♥) = 9/48 = 0.1875.

13b Since you are already holding four cards, this is a conditional probability. There are 48 cards left and
you would be happy with a 2 or a 7 of any suit. Since there are four 2’s and four 7’s left in the deck, there
are eight ways to get what you want and P (straight) = 8/48 ≈ 0.167.

14a Mutually exclusive, you can not roll a 6 and a 2 on a single roll.

14d Not mutually exclusive. It is possible (and likely) that a vegetarian meal will contain vegetables.

15a There are two ways you can do this. You can get a 1 on the red die and a 2 on the white or a 2 on
the red die and a 1 on the white. These events are mutually exclusive. So, P (R1 and W2 or R2 and W1) =
1
36

+ 1
36

= 2
36

≈ 0.0556.

15b You could use the addition rule and count all the different ways to roll a total not equal to 3. However,
it is a lot easier to use the compliments rule. If A = a total that is not 3, then Ā = a total of 3. You found
P (Ā) in the last problem. So, P (A) = 1− P (Ā) = 1− 2

36
= 34

36
≈ 0.944.

16 Here is the same table with the totals calculated:

Has a ski pass at

Bolton Stowe Smuggler’s Sugarbush No Pass Totals

Has a Car 18 12 10 30 25 95

Does not have a Car 24 5 4 12 60 105

Totals 42 17 14 42 85 200

16a There are 42 students with a pass at Bolton, 17 at Stowe, 14 at Smuggler’s, 42 at Sugarbush, and 85
with no pass. Totalling these numbers you get 200. Since there are only 200 students all together you can
conclude that none of them have more than one pass otherwise your total would have been greater than 200.

16b Since these are mutually exclusive events (from the previous problem), P(Stowe or Sugarbush) =
P(Stowe) + P(Sugarbush) = 17/200 + 42/200 = 59/200 = 0.295.
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16c Since these these are not mutually exclusive, P(car or Sugarbush) = P(car) + P(Sugarbush) - P(car
and Sugarbush) = 95/200 + 42/200 - 30/200 = 107/200 = 0.535.

16d If A = car or ski pass, then Ā = no car and no pass. P (Ā) = 60/200, so P (A) = 1−60/200 = 140/200 =
0.700.

18a Since the drawing is done without replacement, the probability of getting a Jack on the second draw is
affected by whether or not you got a Jack on the first draw. Thus, the events are dependent.

18b If you have no idea how much of the store’s milk supply is spoiled, then finding the first one is spoiled
increases the probability that the second one is spoiled. If you somehow know exactly how many gallons are
spoiled and how many are not, then selecting a spoiled one might decrease the probability that the second
one is spoiled (there is one fewer spoiled gallon remaining when you pick the second one). Either way, the
events are dependent.

18c Recognizing that this is a fair coin, getting heads on the first toss does not change the probability of
getting heads on the second toss. The events are independent.

19a We use the multiplication rule for independent events: P(Jack then Jack) = P(Jack) · P(Jack) = 4/52
* 4/52 = 0.00592.

19b We use the multiplication rule for independent events: P(Jack then Queen) = P(Jack) · P(Queen) =
4/52 · 4/52 = 0.00592.

19c We use the multiplication rule for independent events: P(Jack then Heart) = P(Jack) · P(Heart) = 4/52
* 13/52 = 1/52 = 0.0192.

21b The day of the first person does not matter. The probability that the second person has the same day
is 1/7 and the probability that the third person has the same day is 1/7 and the same goes for the fourth

person. So, the probability that all 4 have were born on the same day of the week is

(

1

7

)3

= 0.00292.

22a There are two ways for this to happen. The first could be red and the second yellow or the first is yellow
and the second is red. Since these are mutually exclusive events, we add the probabilities. P({red and yellow}
or { yellow and red}) = 3

12

5

12
+

5

12

3

12
= 0.208.

22c This is a natural extension of the multiplication rule with dependent events. P(yellow and yellow and

yellow and yellow and yellow) =
5

12

4

11

3

10

2

9

1

8
= 0.00126.

23a Since we are told these are two different senators, the sampling is done without replacement and the

events are dependent. So, P(male republican and male republican) =
42

100

41

99
= 0.174

23b Since we are told these are two different senators, the sampling is done without replacement and the

events are dependent. So, P(democrat and republican) =
51

100

47

99
= 0.242

24a The probability of getting a spark plug that is not defective is 1 - 0.02 = 0.98.
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24b The probability that all 4 spark plugs are not defective is (0.98)4 = 0.922.

24c The complement of at least one defective is none defective or all are defect-free. The probability that all
are defect free was found in part b as 0.922. So the probability that at least one is defective is 1-.922 = 0.078.

26 The complement of the event at least one is none. In this case, none means that that the lie detector
accurately detects all 10 lies. The probability of this is (0.95)10 = 0.599. But this is the probability that all
10 lies are detected. If this doesn’t happen then at least one lie went undetected. So the probability of at
least one lie going undetected is 1 - 0.599 = 0.401.

28a You need all three to have jumper-cables so the probability is (.25)3 = 0.015625 ≈ 0.0156

28b Let A = at least one has jumper cables. Then Ā = none have jumper cables.
P (Ā) = (.75)3, so P (A) = 1− (.75)3 = 0.578125 ≈ 0.578.

28c You don’t need all three to have jumper-cables. You only need one or, more precisely, at least one of
them, to have jumper-cables. So the second probability is more relevant.

Chapter 5

1a The probabilities are all between 0 and 1, and they sum to 1, so this is a probability distribution.

1b The mean value is µ =
∑

(x · P (x)) (see table below) and the mean is 2.

x = # of heads P (x) x · P (x)
0 1/16 0
1 4/16 4/16
2 6/16 12/16
3 4/16 12/16
4 1/16 4/16

sum (Σ) 32/16

1c From the last problem we see that the expected value is just the mean of the probability distribution =
2 heads. You probably could have guessed this without all the math.

3a Each probability is between 0 and 1, and the probabilities add to 1, so this is a probability distribution.

3b From the table below, you can see that the expected value is -1450/200 = -7.25. So the expected value of
this raffle to me is -$7.25.

Outcomes value = x P (x) x · P (x)
Win Grand Prize 190 1/200 190/200
Win a Second Prize 90 2/200 180/200
Win a Third Prize 40 3/200 120/200
Win Nothing -10 194/200 -1940/200

Sum (Σ) E = -1450/200

5 If you had bought the warranty, your cost would have been $160. If you don’t buy it, you have to determine
your expected cost.
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